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Abstract: A multi-actuator adaptive lens (AL) was incorporated into a multi-photon (MP)
microscope to improve the quality of images of thick samples. Through a hill-climbing
procedure the AL corrected for the specimen-induced aberrations enhancing MP images. The
final images hardly differed when two different metrics were used, although the sets of
Zernike coefficients were not identical. The optimized MP images acquired with the AL were
also compared with those obtained with a liquid-crystal-on-silicon spatial light modulator.
Results have shown that both devices lead to similar images, which corroborates the
usefulness of this AL for MP imaging.
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1. Introduction
Despite the inherent confocality and sectioning capabilities of multiphoton (MP) microscopy
techniques, the imaging performance at deeper layers in tissues is reduced due to the
specimen-induced aberrations [1,2]. These detrimental effects were early recognized and
adaptive optics (AO) approaches were implemented into MP microscopes to compensate for
these aberrations and increase the image quality of the acquired images [3–5].
Aberrations increase with depth within the sample and ideal images can only be achieved
if these aberrations are pre-compensated. Therefore, an accurate procedure requires a planeby-plane assessment and correction of the actual wavefront aberration (WA). Although a
direct WA measurement is a difficult task, AO MP images have been obtained using
fluorescent “guide stars” (both external beads or the auto-fluorescent signal from the tissue)
as point sources for the Hartmann-Shack sensor [6–10]. To overpass this assessment of
individual plane’s WA, wavefront sensorless (WFSL) schemes have been developed [11–14].
These are based on the optimization of an image quality metric and the WA is not directly
measured (i.e. a WA sensor is not required). Different algorithms to reach this optimal
correction through the maximization of a pre-defined metric have been used (hill-climbing,
simulated annealing, stochastic gradient descent…).
The benefit of AO MP microscopy has been demonstrated in different biological samples,
ranging from ocular and muscle tissues [11,14] to fish larvae [6] and mouse embryos [13].
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Recently, a great attention has been centred in the visualization of brain structures [15]. Since
brain tissue presents strong scattering, the “classical” AO Zernike modal approach becomes
often insufficient and alternative AO schemes have been employed. These include coherencegated wavefront sensing (in highly scattering mouse cortex) [16], pupil segmentation [17] and
iterative MP adaptive compensation techniques [18]. The operating speed of these procedures
have been optimized, and enhanced MP images of living specimens have been reported
[15,19].
Both deformable mirrors and liquid-crystal-based spatial light modulators have been used
in WFSL techniques to improve MP images. Although the former are widely used in AO MP
microscopes, the latter have also been reported to be suitable for experiments involving
different types of algorithms [4,14,20]. Since both devices work in reflection mode, its
integration in an optical system requires optical-path folding and additional elements.
Moreover, the use of liquid-crystal modulators is limited by their lower reflectance, the
polarization dependence and the slower response time. However, unlike deformable mirrors,
they can reproduce discontinuous phase profiles and increase the effective stroke by means of
phase wrapping.
Over the last few years, some efforts have been also addressed to develop refractive WA
correctors. Liquid adaptive lenses [21] for focus control have been developed by different
techniques such as electrowetting, transparent soft polymer membranes, acusto-optic waves
and liquid crystals [22]. Apart from electrowetting lenses, that can be manufactured with 8
actuators to correct from astigmatism, all these liquid lenses cannot generate high order
aberrations and therefore cannot replace deformable mirrors and liquid-crystal spatial light
modulators.
Recently, multi-actuator adaptive lenses (ALs) have been demonstrated to be able to
generate aberrations up to the 4th order of Zernike polynomials [23]. These have been
reported to provide improved images in a wide-field microscope when combined with a
Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor for closed-loop control. An AL was also integrated into an
optical coherence tomography system to enhance mouse retinal structures by using an imagebased WFSL approach [23]. More recently, AO MP imaging with the AL was also
demonstrated in a coherent-gated detection system [24] combined with a WFSL scheme.
In this work, we further explore the potential of an AL to improve images acquired with a
MP microscope. The benefit of correcting different aberration orders by means of a hillclimbing algorithm is analyzed. The performance of the AL was compared to a liquid-crystalon-silicon (LCoS) spatial light modulator.
2. Methods
2.1 Experimental setup
The experimental setup was based on an existing custom-made MP microscope [14]. It was
modified to include the AL and two lenses (serving as a telescope) in the illumination path.
This AL AO module was mounted on a stage that can be removed from the system when
necessary. A simplified schematic of the setup is shown in Fig. 1. A 760-nm light beam from
a mode locked Ti:Sapphire laser passes the AL lens and is reflected from a pair of
galvanometric mirrors (SM1 and SM2) for eventual XY raster scanning. The beam is then
focused on the sample by means of the microscope objective (non-immersion, 20x, NA =
0.5). In the detection path the non-linear signal emitted by the sample under analysis travels
through the same objective and reaches the detection unit composed of a photo-multiplier
tube (PMT) and a photon-counting unit. A spectral long-pass filter placed in front of the PMT
is used to isolate the nonlinear signal. The microscope objective is attached to a DC Z-motor
for axial focus movements. The imaged samples included pieces of silk mesh and cellulose
(these were attached to a microscope slide for a better manipulation). The acquisition time
was set to 1 image per second.
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A pair of flip mirrors (FM1 and FM2) allows the beam to pass through another AO
module. This second AO module uses a LCoS spatial light modulator as corrector element.
When this LCoS module is in operation, the AL AO module is removed from the system. The
AL (and also the LCOS), the XY scanning unit and the rear pupil of the objective microscope
are optically conjugate.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. L1-L12, lenses; M1-M5, mirrors; FM1
and FM2, flip mirrors; SM1 and SM2, scanning mirrors; NDF, neutral density filter; SM1 and
SM2, scanning mirrors; DIC, dichroic mirror; PMT, photo-multiplier tube.

The LCoS used here was a Pluto-2 (Holoeye, Berlin, Germany). It consisted of a microdisplay with full HD resolution (1920x1080 pixel; active area: 15.36x8.64 mm) and 8.0-µm
pixel pitch. This device was specifically developed to provide a phase shift above 2π for
infrared light and allows an operation speed of up to 60 Hz [14].
2.2 Image acquisition and procedure
The AO elements were used to correct for aberrations by using a hill-climbing algorithm
[11,13,14]. This is a WFSL approach based on the search of an optimum WA providing a MP
image with the highest value of a pre-defined metric. For the present experiment, seven
Zernike modes are sequentially generated in the “increasing” direction, that is, from 2nd
(except defocus) to 4th order (spherical aberration, Z04). Here we use the OSA double-index
convention (sub-index and super-index indicate the order and the frequency respectively) to
describe the Zernike modes.
In brief, for the first term (Z2−2, astigmatism) its amplitude (both positive and negative)
was changed in 0.05 μm-steps until the recorded image provided the maximum metric value.
Then this value was kept and the procedure repeated again for the next Zernike mode. As the
control sequence was run in the increasing order, the final WA was directly estimated when
the optimum amplitude of the term Z04 was obtained. Further details on this hill-climbing
schema can be found elsewhere [13,14].
Two image quality metrics were used here: image sharpness and acutance. These are
respectively defined as:
Im age Sharpness = ∑
x

∑ [ I ( x, y )
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The former provides information on the image total intensity and reaches a maximum in
absence of aberration [25]. The latter is closely related to the amplitude of the derivative of
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brightness of an image (i.e. the edge contrast) and the visibility of features [26,27]. The
acutance of an image is zero if the image is uniform, independently of the grey level. The
results of these two metrics will be compared.
The performance of the AL was compared with that of the LCoS. For this aim the AL was
removed from the microscope and the flip mirrors FM1 and FM2 allowed the light path beam
passing through the LCoS AO module (see Fig. 1). The comparison of the improved MP
images provided by both AO devices has been carried out by means of the structure tensor
[28]. This mathematical tool is based on the calculation of the partial derivatives of every
pixel of the image and from them the map (or alternatively histogram) of preferential
orientation is computed. The standard deviation of these orientations across the image is
defined as the structural dispersion (SD) of the spatial features of the image. The histogram of
preferential orientations gives quantitative information on the structure of the imaged sample.
Detailed information on this tool can be found in [28].
2.3 Adaptive lens: calibration and operation
The AL is composed of two thin glass windows (150-μm thickness) mounted on an 18
piezoelectric actuator ring. The space in between is filled with liquid and it provides a clear
aperture of 10-mm in diameter. The response time is below 2 ms and its transmission is larger
that 94% for the wavelength here used. This AL can generate aberrations up to the 4th order
Zernike polynomials. The stroke depends on the aberration term and the ranges from 0.5 (Z04)
to 7.7 μm (Z2−2 and Z22).
This AO element was calibrated in a previous operation by means of an off-line
measurement with a Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor working in closed loop. The
illumination beam was the same as that used for MP imaging. In that auxiliary optical
pathway a CCD camera was also used to record the PSF of the system before and after AO
correction. During the calibration the wavefront deformation of each single actuator was
assessed to compute the influence function matrix and to determine the command vector to
flatten the AL. The residual WA root-mean-square (RMS) error after flattening was about 30
nm. More details on the construction of the AL and the calibration can be found in [23].
An important source of error for the piezoelectric actuators used in this AL is the
hysteresis (about 10%). To reduce this error without the use of complex modeling [29] we
implemented the following strategy based on a hill-climbing metric acquisition (see Fig. 2).
As a first step, and in order to move the AL to the flat position, the hysteresis was discharged
by applying a “degauss” operation (point “1” in Fig. 2). This consists of a sinusoidal
excitation of all the actuators with decreasing amplitude (10 Hz for 3 s with linear decreasing
amplitude values). The pre-defined merit function (i.e. metric) was measured while applying
an aberration mode with increasing positive amplitude (step “2” in Fig. 2). Then, a “degauss”
operation was applied again (step “3”) to reach the starting point before measuring the metric
for negative aberration entries (step “4”). Subsequently we go back to the origin with another
“degauss” (step “5”). The final goal is to apply to the AL the aberration that maximizes the
metric curve (represented by a red cross in Fig. 2). This operation was repeated for seven
Zernike modes sequentially generated from 2nd (Z2−2) to 4th order (Z40).
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the procedure used to reduce the impact of AL’s hysteresis.

3. Results
3.1 Multiphoton imaging with the adaptive lens
To evaluate the performance of our proposed AO scheme we proceed to acquire and improve
MP images using the AL. Figure 3 shows the original image together with the different
improved ones for each sequential Zernike order correction. The metric used for this hillclimbing algorithm was the image sharpness. The values of improvement for the metric used
are depicted in Fig. 4 (magenta bars). The amplitudes of the WA for each Zernike order are
also presented (grey dots).
As expected, the quality of the image increases as the different orders are introduced. For
this sample the correction of astigmatism provides an improvement of about 7%, which
increases up to ~30% when adding 3rd order terms. An additional increase (up to ~65%)
takes place if the 4th order term (just spherical aberration) is included. The improvements are
noticeable when correcting for 3rd order terms, the visibility of the features within the image
is much better.

Fig. 3. Improvement in MP images for the different Zernike orders using the AL. (a) Original
image (no correction); improved images when correcting orders 2 (b), 2 and 3 (c) and 2, 3 and
4. The sample is a piece of silk mesh and the plane was located at a depth of 100 μm.

Fig. 4. Improvement in image sharpness for the images shown in Fig. 2 (bars). Grey symbols
represent the WA values of each Zernike order.
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Another example of the effects of aberration correction using the AL is presented in Fig.
5. In addition to the improved quality of the image, an intensity profile in a region of interest
was traced on both images to show the benefit of using AO.

Fig. 5. Comparison of MP images before (top) and after AO correction (bottom). The plot
depicts the intensity profile along the vertical dotted line (blue, AO off; red, AO on). Bar
length: 50 µm. The sample corresponds to a stained piece of cellulose (depth location: 80 μm).

It is important to notice that the black parts of the image (background signal) remain as
this. This indicates that the AO correction does not introduce noise and the contrast of the
image increases, what facilitates the appearance of details (see image at the bottom panel).
For this particular profile the total intensity after correcting for aberration (red line) was 72%
higher than that without correction (blue line).
In order to check the effects of using another metric, we repeated the experiment predefining the acutance as the metric to be optimized by means of the hill-climbing algorithm.
Figure 6 compares the improved image with that obtained when optimizing image sharpness.
A simple visual inspection reveals that the optimized images are similar. Despite this, the
corresponding WAs differ, although their RMS values were also similar (0.58 and 0.55 μm
respectively).

Fig. 6. Improvement in MP images using two different metrics: Image sharpness (b) and
acutance (c). (a) Original image (no correction). The insets are the WAs that optimize the
corresponding images. Scale bar: 50 µm.

3.2 Comparison with a liquid-crystal-on-silicon spatial light modulator
Once the ability of the AL to correct for aberrations in MP microscopy images has been
tested, the next step has been to compare its performance with that of a typical adaptive
corrector used in MP experiments. In our case an LCoS modulator has been used. This device
has been recently used in different AO experiments providing successful results [14,15,17].
Figure 7 presents the results for both AO elements in the same sample at two different
depth locations. Both devices provide similar improved images. As expected, the amount of
aberration was higher for the deeper plane (the RMS increase from 0.45 to 0.58 μm). In
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addition, the overall shapes of the optimum WAs were also close to each other. When
comparing both devices, the larger difference in RMS between pairs of WAs was about 0.05
μm. This means that the AL and the LCoS operate in a similar way, what corroborates the
accurate performance of the AL here used. The corresponding non-null Zernike terms that
contribute to improve the images for both devices are depicted in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. Comparison of improved MP images using the AL and the LCoS modulator. Original
images (a, d); optimum images with the AL (b, e); optimum images with the LCoS (c, f). The
insets correspond to the WAs that optimize the images. Depth locations: 50 μm (upper panels),
100 μm (bottom panels). Scale bar: 50 µm.

Fig. 8. Individual Zernike coefficients of the WA maps that optimize the MP images using the
AL (green bars) and the LCoS (red bars). Left and right data correspond respectively to MP
images of top and bottom panels in Fig. 7.

For the sense of completeness, quantitative information on the improved MP images
provided by both AO devices is given in Fig. 9. As stated in Methods, this has been computed
by means of the structure tensor. This will help to test if the information on the samples
provided by the AL and the LCoS differs. Figure 9 compares the histograms of preferential
orientation for the MP images shown in Fig. 7. As expected the low quality of the image
without correction does not provide any information. The initial histograms do not show any
preferential orientation and the SD values are very high (>60°). However, after the WA
correction, the features of the image are readily observable and the structure tensor provides
useful spatial information of the sample (organization, fiber distribution,…). In particular, the
histograms (as well as the SD values) given by both correction devices are similar. This
corroborates the successful performance of the AL when compared to that of the LCoS.
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Fig. 9. Histograms of preferential orientation computed from the images in Fig. 7. Top and
bottom plots correspond to the AL and the LCoS respectively. The SD values are also included
for direct comparisons.

4. Discussion and conclusions
AO procedures are versatile and powerful approaches to correct for specimen-induced
aberrations in different microscopy imaging techniques (see recent reviews in [30] and [31]
for general information on this). Both, deformable mirrors and liquid-crystal modulators have
been reported to increase MP signals as well as the contrast and/or the resolution of images at
different depth locations of thick samples.
In the present work an alternative AO element has been proposed. We have successfully
demonstrated the use of a novel transmissive multi-actuator AL for WA correction in thick
samples. Its performance when improving MP images has been analyzed. This approach has
been effective at different depth locations of non-transparent samples.
“Classical” adaptive elements have been combined with different types of direct WA
sensing methods such as coherent-gated sensing [6], confocal selection from a focal region
for Hartmann-Shack measurement [7,8] or fluorescent beads used as guide stars [9] among
others. However, indirect AO approaches [13,14], as the one here used, have also been shown
to be useful tools to increase MP image quality. They avoid the use of WA sensors and use
iterative algorithms to optimize the chosen metric. Hill-climbing methods have long been
used in these indirect AO procedures [4,11,13,14]. Comparisons among different algorithms
such random search, simulated annealing and hill-climbing can be found in the literature [12].
The choice for the present work was the latter one. Although it is well known that hillclimbing techniques are reliable procedures, they require time to reach the final solution.
Time is not an issue in static samples as those here shown, however for the analysis of
dynamic and temporal-changing specimens, or highy non-uniform and spatially complex,
other algorithms (such zonal-based approaches) might be more convenient.
The main differences between indirect and direct approaches are the speed of performance
and the experimental implementation. For the former, a number of methods based on
reducing the number of Zernike modes and their amplitude to get the optimal WA have been
reported [32]. On the other hand, the requirement of a WA sensor and a corrector in direct
sensing increase the cost and the experimental complexity (electronics hardward,
synchronization,..).
Moreover, a number of metrics can be found in the literature: contrast, spatial frequency,
brightness, sharpness,… Our results show that the optimization of two different metrics such
as image sharpness and acutance provide similar optimized images. This similarity in the final
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images was also reported when comparing the sequences of Zernike correction in the
increasing and decreasing modes [14].
The performance of the AL has also been compared to that of a liquid-crystal spatial light
modulator. Both devices provide similar optimized images, although the required WAs are
not identical. In comparison to a liquid-crystal modulator, the AL is polarization insensitive
and can operate with broadband sources. The temporal response of the AL is also better than
that of the LCoS, what makes the former more suitable for living measurements, in particular
brain tissue imaging [33]. Unlike the spatial light modulator (reflective element), the AL
works in transmission mode, avoiding beam folding and facilitating alignment procedures.
Moreover, the implementation of the AL into our MP microscope was straightforward and
only minimal modifications were required [14]. This experimental implementation
significantly reduces the number of optical components (lenses and mirrors) of the
microscope.
Light levels might be crucial for MP microscopy and laser science experiments Due to the
high transparency of the AL, some of these issues can be minimized. In particular,
measurements on the Laser Induced Damage Threshold (LIDT) are required for a safe use of
the AL in certain applications. Recent data confirm that this device can be used in the
femtosecond regime with pulses of up to 3mJ of energy [34].
However the main drawbacks of the AL compared to the LCoS are related to the accuracy
in the WA compensation, that is, the resolution and the stroke. Whereas the AL is composed
of a low number of actuators, the LCoS resolution is much larger (>3x105 pixels for the pupil
size here used) since it directly depends on the size and number of pixels used. This imposes
constrains when trying to correct aberrations of complex specimens with high spatial
frequency features. Moreover, in terms of stroke the LCoS also presents higher benefits.
Phase wrapping increases the effective stroke what permits to correct for larger aberrations
and overpass discontinuities.
In summary, the performance of an AL has been analyzed in the present work. The impact
of this AO device has been shown in MP images by means of an indirect WA sensing based
on a hill-climbing procedure. Results here reported show that this AL has significant potential
to be an alternative tool for AO MP applications, although the final choice of an AO corrector
element strongly depends on each particular application. Some modifications on the
procedure here describe will speed the algorithm, what is important for future MP imaging of
living specimens.
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